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Important information and disclaimer
IMPORTANT NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER
This presentation (the "Presentation") has been prepared by Flyr AS (the "Company", together with its consolidated subsidiaries, the "Group"). This Presentation has been prepared for information
purposes only. This Presentation does not constitute or form part of an offer to sell or a solicitation to buy any securities in any jurisdiction.
This Presentation does not purport to contain a complete description of the Company or the market(s) in which the Group operates, nor does this Presentation provide an audited valuation of the
Group. The analyses contained in this Presentation are not, and do not purport to be, appraisals of the assets, stock or business of the Group or any other person.
Certain statements in this Presentation are forward-looking statements. These can be identified by the fact that they use words such as "anticipate", "estimate", "expect", "project", "intend", "plan",
"believe", "target", "may", "assume" and words of similar import. These forward-looking statements speak only as at the date of this Presentation. These statements are based on current expectations
and beliefs and, by their nature, are subject to a number of known and unknown risks and uncertainties that could cause the actual results, performances and achievements to differ materially from
any expected future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. None of the Company any of its directors, officers or employees provides any
assurance that the assumptions underlying such forward-looking statements are free from errors nor does any of them accept any responsibility for the future accuracy of the opinions expressed in
this Presentation or the actual occurrence of the forecasted developments described herein.
The information contained in this Presentation is furnished by the Company and has not been independently verified. No representation or warranty (express or implied) is made as to the accuracy or
completeness of any information contained herein. None of the Company or any of its subsidiary undertakings or any such person’s directors, officers, employees, advisors or representatives shall
have any liability whatsoever arising directly or indirectly from the use of this Presentation. No reliance should be placed on, any information, including projections, estimates, targets and opinions,
contained herein, and no liability whatsoever is accepted as to any errors, omissions or misstatements contained herein, and, accordingly, none of the Company or any of its subsidiary undertakings
or any such person’s officers or employees accepts any liability whatsoever arising directly or indirectly from the use of this Presentation.
This Presentation speak only as of its date, and the views expressed are subject to change based on a number of factors, including, without limitation, macroeconomic and equity market conditions,
investor attitude and demand, the business prospects of the Group and other specific issues. This Presentation and the conclusions contained herein are necessarily based on economic, market and
other conditions, as in effect on, and the information available to the Company as of, its date. All information in this Presentation is subject to updating, revision, verification, correction, completion,
amendment and may change materially and without notice. The Company undertakes no obligation to update this Presentation unless required by law. The information contained in this Presentation
should be considered in the context of the circumstances prevailing as of its date.
Neither this Presentation nor the information contained herein is being issued, and nor may this Presentation nor the information contained herein be distributed, directly or indirectly, to or into any
jurisdiction in which such issuance and/or distribution would be unlawful.
This Presentation is subject to Norwegian law and any dispute arising out of or in connection with this Presentation is subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the Norwegian courts with Oslo District
Court as legal venue.
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A Norwegian based LCC

Note: LCC = low cost carrier

Modern, digital and efficient
setup designed by industry
experts

Targeting a concentrated,
demand driven route offering in
high-margin markets
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Our concept is proven!
• Flyr’s proposal to our customers was based on the motto: “Bringing people
together through easy, friendly, reliable, affordable and sustainable air travel”
• Our proposal to investors was that our experienced management team and
organization could deliver on this motto in a profitable way by having a best-inclass cost position through a fully automated platform, by being rightsized, lean
and efficient without any legacy issues and by securing modern aircraft at
historic low prices in the wake of the pandemic
• Based on the successful start-up of operations with 1,442 flights carried out by
the end of Q3 since the maiden Flyr flight on June 30th with a regularity of
98.7% and punctuality of 97.4% and the very positive customer feedback we
are receiving we believe our proposal to our customers has been, are and will
continue to be, delivered on
• While the Covid-19 Delta variant delayed the reopening of all air travel and gave Flyr a tougher than expected start, especially for August and September, the
performance in October has improved considerably. We were able to use the lower traffic months to smoothen operations, systems and allocate planes efficiently
to the more profitable destinations
• Our cost concept works, and our name recognition is growing
• The most experienced lessor in the world is delivering new, fuel-efficient aircraft fitted to our optimal organization targets and have released part of the 2022
summer program already and will release new destinations and more capacity shortly
• We believe with our October performance, forward bookings in combination with our targeted competitive cost position is confirming the concept we proposed to
our investors
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A modern and efficiency driven LCC renewing the Norwegian airline
industry
Successful start-up of operations in a recovering Norwegian domestic airline market that offers
high profitability for a local LCC
Innovative and straight forward service offering, providing great customer experiences at
competitive prices
Unique timing to secure modern equipment at historic low prices confirmed

Transparent leasing and equity based capital structure with no legacy commitments
Automated platform coupled with a rightsized, lean and highly efficient organization
containing no legacy issues
Committed and highly experienced management team and organization, backed by renowned
industry players

Highly successful start-up of operations coupled with great customer
experiences – a key foundation for a success story
Strong improvement in LF in October after reopening
Maiden flight
30-Jun

Successful
flight
operations

Great customer experiences

August and September
heavily influenced by Delta
variant and travel restrictions

• 1 442 flights since maiden flight from Oslo to Tromsø on
June 30th
• Regularity of 98.7 %
• Punctuality of 97.4 %

Well received
by consumers

• Exceptional reviews from customers
• Simple booking process (leading to high
conversion rates)
• Outstanding customer service
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Organization and booking platform operational and fully scalable for
further expansion
• Management team with extensive aviation experience
• All administrative and organizational functions in place
• Signed collective bargaining agreements with domestic pilot and cabin
unions
• Fully integrated multiplatform web-based booking-system
• NDC/One Order
• State-of-the-art operational technological infrastructure
• All systems based on off the shelf cloud-based SaaS solutions
• Ticket sales started May 31st, first flight from Oslo to Tromsø on June
30th

• Currently 4 Boeing 737-800 aircraft, further deliveries throughout fall and
winter

• New routes will be continuously announced towards next summer
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Rapid development with several new routes and products recently
launched
• Oslo – Tromsø

• Oslo – Trondheim

• Oslo – Bodø

• Oslo – Nice

• Oslo – Evenes

• Oslo – Alicante

• Oslo – Bergen

• Oslo – Malaga

New
destinations
from week 37

• Oslo – Copenhagen

• Oslo – Paris

From week 38

• Oslo – Stavanger

Destinations
on sale from
the start

From week
39

• Oslo – Rome

• Oslo – Salzburg

• Oslo – Munich

• Oslo – Bergamo

• Oslo – Grenoble

• Oslo – Geneva

From week 41

• Trondheim – Alicante

From week 42

• Bergen – Alicante

From week 44

• Trondheim – Tromsø

• Oslo – Las Palmas

• Oslo – Berlin

• Oslo – Brussel

• Oslo – Barcelona
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Flyr will continue it’s demand-driven growth
Routes currently on sale

Stepwise domestic and international expansion

• Targeting domestic high demand routes and selected European
leisure destinations
• Expansion dependent on Covid-19 development and impact
• Delta delayed the Norwegian market recovery in Q3 compared
to original Flyr expectations
• Experiencing a trend of bookings close to departure date,
expect this trend to continue but it is slowly easing compared to
early fall
• Plan for 5 aircraft at YE 2021 and 12-18 at YE 2022 (current
firm orders would result in 12)
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Long term ambitions. Significant growth in routes for the summer of
2022 and beyond

Gradual development of domestic Norway and leisure Europe

1

2

Long term strategic targets
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• 50 routes to 35 destinations with 28-30
aircraft
• Best-in-class digital platform for sales,
distribution and decision making
• Leading organizational efficiency
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MISSION

MAIN PILLARS

Flyr will be:

Flyr offers easier and
more responsible air
travel while taking
customer experiences
to new heights

CORE VALUES

Responsible

• Relevant to guests by delivering outstanding customer
service and experiences at affordable prices
• Efficient through operational excellence

United

• Attractive employer by being transparent, inclusive,
respectful and empowering
• Digital through state-of-the-art integrated IT-systems

Curious
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Adding aircraft on budget which has been in line with initial expectations
Adding newest generation Boeing 737 to the fleet

Boeing 737-8

• On October 12, Flyr signed a letter of intent with Air Lease
Corporation (ALC) for six brand-new Boeing 737-8 aircraft to be
delivered directly from the Boeing factory during the first half of
2022 with an option for four additional aircraft with delivery in 2023
• The commercial terms of the agreement are in line with the
founders’ and management’s expectations at the time when Flyr
was established
• With this agreement the company has taken a new and important
step towards a more sustainable operation by phasing in the very
latest aircraft technology with the lowest carbon footprint and fuel
costs
• On average, the Boeing 737-8 emits up to 14 percent less
emissions than previous models

The most modern, fuel-efficient and technologically advanced aircraft secured at attractive prices, to
assure economical flight operations, provide maximum passenger comfort and convenience, and advance
Flyr’s environmental and sustainability goals
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Built a state-of-the art IT platform to enhance customer experience and
cost efficiency
State-of-the-art IT platform increasing customer
experience

NDC One Order IT architecture enables:
Single booking, ticketing, delivery and accounting method

• Simple booking with frictionless point-to-point journey with no
unforeseen charges or costs for the customer
• Data-driven, compliant, relevant and personalized
communication across multiple customer journeys and
channels
• Decreased marketing spend and higher ticket sales
conversion due to personalized, efficient communication and
dynamic pricing

Automated processes with structured data, utilizing current and future
digital technologies
A unified and data-driven omnichannel CX platform covering all
touchpoints
Customers will have an easy-to-understand One Order with a single ID
throughout their journey, fully tracked and personalized
Customers will enjoy merchandised offers, personalized and dynamic
pricing, new distribution channels and retail-like optimization
Cost reducing, revenue driving, simplified architecture enabling
innovation, machine learning capabilities and lean implementation
Real-time interactions, centred on customer journey and customer
experience as well as optimised business processes
Less complexity

Yield

Agility and innovation

Cost reduction

Customer satisfaction
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Lean structure with high degree of digital and automated processes
Efficient organizational structure with digital
processes
•

Existing organization is scalable to handle growth

•

Operational planning based on data driven decision making

Targeting best in class efficiency(1)
# of pilots

# of cabin crew

# of ground staff

x66
Pre Covid-19
levels

x58
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• Increasing crew utilization
• Decreasing FTEs in planning functions

•
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Targeting competitive efficiency level against European
ULCC

• 36 employees per AC during 1H 2023 with 16 aircraft

Social responsibility through domestic collective bargaining
agreements

x46
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• 38 employees per AC during 2H 2022 with 12 aircraft

•
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x44
x38

12

28

42

28

x36

14

27

20

10

19

17

SAS

Norwegian

5

3

5

easyJet

Wizz

Ryanair

Note: (1) #AC as of year-end 2019 for SAS, avg. year-end 2018 & 2019 for easyJet, Norwegian, Ryanair and “equivalent AC 2019” for Wizzair. Year 5 estimates for Flyr | Sources: company reports
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The Flyr Family
• By end of 2021, Flyr expects to have 250 - 300 employees
in total, all based in Norway
• Headquarters in central Oslo fully established with
administrative and operational functions
• Flyr Customer Care established, with local presence in Oslo
and focusing on Norwegian-speaking employees eager to
go the extra mile for our guests
• For requests made to Customer Care, satisfaction was
measured to 94%+ in September across all channels, with
an average waiting time below 30 seconds by phone and
response time at about 2 minutes for E-mail, chat and social
media
• In June, Flyr and the company's cabin union and pilot union
signed collective agreements valid until March 2024
• All employees will be part of the company's profit-sharing
program
• Continuing to build an open, friendly, lean and small
organization – with a strong focus on empowering and
trusting members of the Flyr Family to make good,
customer-friendly decisions
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Result in the quarter reflect a total of 1,438 legs and carrying a total of
100,483 guests

Income statement
• Revenue in H1 reflects one day of operations with four flights
• Revenue in Q3 reflects operations with an average of 15 -16
flights per day
• Number of daily flights now in the 20-25 range as aircraft 4 is
set into production (mid October)
• August and September revenue was significantly impaired by
the general delay in demand growth due to the Covid Delta
variant
• This was countered by adjusting network with production
effect from early October in order to increase production on
routes with high demand and reduce where demand was
weak

(1,000 NOK)
Revenue
Personnel expenses
Other operating expenses excl. depr
EBITDAR/EBITDA
Deprecation and amortisations
EBIT
Net financial items
EBT

Q3 2021

1H 2021

39,609

250

44,758

30,908

137,602

46,013

-142,750

-76,671

12,742

4,495

-155,493

-81,167

-6,839

-6,223

-162,332

-87,390
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Key traffic figures reflect positive momentum after reopening

Key traffic figures
• Load factor development positive with substantial increase
after reopening

Oct 2021

Q3 2021

• Load factor and Unit revenue the most important income
targets for the company

Yield

0.61

0.44

Unit revenue (PASK)

0.37

0.17

• Ratchet effect from repeat customers and word-of-mouth
experience with Flyr

ASK (1,000)

96.6

235.9

• Staff per aircraft still high (67) due to the ramp-up of
production. The target is to reach 36 during 1H 2023

Passengers (1,000)

62.9

100.48

Load Factor

61%

38%

Number of FTE per aircraft

67

87

CO2 per aircraft (1,000 ton)
per month

1,77

1.88
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Cash burn of NOK 152 million in Q3, reflecting a quarter heavily
influenced by Delta variant and travel restrictions

Cash flow statement

• Cash flow from operations
•
•

EBITDAR of NOK -142.7 million
Changes in working capital of NOK 22.7 million

• Cash flow from investment activities
•
•

Investment in IT infrastructure, qualified for capitalization under
IAS 38 (NOK 7.7 million)
Deposits for AC leases (NOK 8.6 million)

(1,000 NOK)

Q3 2021

1H 2021

Cash flow from operations

-120,773

-57,405

Cash flow from investing activities

-19,203

-26,551

Cash flow from financing activities

-12,327

584,962

-152,302

501,007

• Cash flow from financing activities at NOK 12.3 million
•

Repayment of a/c leases

Net change in cash
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Total cash burn of NOK 248 since startup, where NOK 94 million spent
before first flight, and NOK 152 million first quarter in operation

Total cash movement since startup
• Total funding of NOK 610 million since start-up in October 2020

Total cash flow since start-up
NOK mill

OPEX H1

• Total cash spend since startup NOK 248 million
•

Operations NOK 179 million, of which NOK 116 million in Q3

•

Total IT Investments NOK 52 million, whereof 24 million expensed

•

Total Lease deposits NOK 17 million

OPEX Q3
Deposits

IT Investments

Funding
Cash at
Sept 30

• Cash position higher than anticipated in the business plan, but
the increase in the number of aircraft has been delayed.
Introductions of new aircraft and routes will most often lead to a
period of initial negative cash flow
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Solid financial position with NOK 362.5 million in cash at end of Q3
• Equity ratio of 42.5% at Sept 30
• Long term liabilities of NOK 300.0 million
•

All related to leasing liabilities

• Current liabilities of NOK 175.8 million
•
•

Short term leasing commitments of
NOK 56.7 million
Trade and other liabilities totalling
NOK 87.8 million

• Total cash NOK 362.5 million at the end of Q3 2021
• Ticket liability (pre-sales) of NOK 31.2 million at Sept 30,
increasing to NOK (40.1) million by the end of October - a
29% increase in spite of the end of the Norwegian fall
vacations
• Strong financial position to fund expanding flight
operations

Balance sheet as per 30.9.2021
NOK
mill

900
800

Current liabilities

700
600

Cash and cash equivalents

500
400

Long term liabilities
Current assets ex. cash

300
200

Non-current assets

Equity

Assets

Equity and liabilities

100
0
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“Flyr flyr!”*

•

The Norwegian private/leisure target market is returning as expected
albeit with a slight delay

•

Our cost concept is working!

•

Aircraft availability and leasing terms has proven to be as attractive as
we envisaged

•

The fully integrated multiplatform web-based booking-system based on
NDC/One Order is delivering as promised

•

Our name recognition is clearly growing

•

Regularity and punctuality has been top notch and our Norwegian
based Customer Care unit is receiving very positive customer feedback

We believe that our current performance is confirming the concept we proposed to our customers and
investors

Note: Translated from Norwegian –it literally means “Flyr is flying!” but “flying” has a dual meaning as it is also a reference to something that is working
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Customer care

Channel Mix total

• Average waiting time: 18 sec.
• Average conversation time: 04:13 min

3,0% 2,2%

1,1%

6,6%
28,0%

• Average response time: 02:03 min
(E-mail, Chat, Social media)

59,2%

• 94.3 % very or super happy
(E-mail, Chat, Social media)
Phone

Chat

Email

Some

IOS App

Android App
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Management team
Tonje Wikstrøm Frislid – Chief Executive Officer

Thomas Ramdahl – Chief Commercial Officer

Tonje Wikstrøm Frislid became Flyr’s CEO in April 2021. She came from
her job as unit director in Coor. Wikstrøm Frislid has previously worked
for Unibuss and the airline Norwegian. Tonje has a study background in
economics, political science and international communication.

Thomas Ramdahl started as Flyr’s CCO when Flyr was established. He
came from his job as sales director at Høegh Autoliners. Ramdahl
previously had more than 20 years of experience from the aviation
industry in Norway, and most recently as commercial director of the
airline Norwegian from 2014 until he joined Høegh.

Brede Huser – Chief Financial Officer

Frode Berg – Chief Legal & Strategy Officer

Brede Huser started as Flyr’s CFO when Flyr was established. Brede
has more than 19 years of experience from the airline Norwegian,
where in the period 2006 - 2015 he held leading positions in the finance
department before he in 2015 became director of Norwegian Reward.
Before joining Norwegian, Brede worked in finance at Orkla, Arthur
Andersen and Ernst & Young.

Frode Berg has been part of Flyr since 2020. He has previously worked
as legal director in the airline Norwegian and has also been a partner in
the law firm Simonsen Vogt Wiig. Frode studied law at the University of
Tromsø and has a Master of Laws (LLM) from the University of
Cambridge.

Asgeir Nyseth – Chief Operating Officer

Bjørn Erik Barman-Jenssen – Chief Ground Operations
Officer

Asgeir Nyseth has worked as COO in Flyr since 2020. Before joining
Flyr, he was director of Babcock Scandinavian Air Ambulance Norway
and Sweden. He also has extensive experience from the airline
Norwegian, including as COO. Asgeir also has a background from
Lufttransport where he was CEO before joining Norwegian.

Alf Sagen – Chief Technology Officer

Bjørn Erik Barman-Jenssen has been with Flyr since its establishment.
He came from the job as EVP Operational Development in the airline
Norwegian. Bjørn Erik has solid aviation professional experience, with
over 33 years in the industry. In addition to Norwegian, he has worked
in both Braathens and SAS. Bjørn Erik established Norwegian Cargo AS
and has, in addition to other positions, held the role of CEO of
Norwegian Air Resources AS.

Alf Sagen became a part of Flyr in 2021. He has worked as a consultant
with and for various players in the aviation industry for many years
and CEO in the company Nagarro AS. Sagen participated in the
expansion of the airline Norwegian in 2002 and has since held many
roles in the company, including responsibility for "ticketless" ticketing.
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Board of Directors
Erik G. Braathen – Chairman of the board

Tord Meling – Board member

Erik G. Braathen is the founder and chairman of Flyr. He has
extensive experience from the airline business, including being
the CEO and part owner of Braathens as well as the chairman of
the board of Norwegian Air Shuttle until 2009.

Tord Meling is a board member of Flyr and currently holds the
position as investment director of Ojada AS. He brings over ten
years of experience from Norwegian Air Shuttle, including close
to six years as the head of aircraft financing. Mr. Meling has
Master of Science in Business and Economics from the
Norwegian School of Economics. Mr. Meling has been a member
of the board since 2020 and holds 750,000 shares in the
company.

Mr. Braathen is educated from the University of Washington
and American Graduate School of International Management.
Mr. Braathen has been a member of the board since 2021 and
holds 23,051,250 shares in the company.

Maurice Mason - Board member
Maurice Mason has well over 30 years of experience in
commercial aviation with a particular focus on developing low
cost airlines around the world. Mr. Mason is based in Ireland and
is the managing director of Wellbeing Financial Services
Unlimited (d/b/a Kite Investments), which was established by
him in 2002. Among other investments, Kite co-invested with
Irelandia, the Ryan family investment fund, until May 2012, in the
development of low cost airlines in Asia (Tiger Airways), the US
(Allegiant Travel Company) and Latin America (VivaAerobus in
Mexico and Viva Colombia). Maurice graduated from Trinity
College Dublin in 1985 with degrees in Mechanical Engineering
and Maths. Mr. Mason has been a member of the board since
2021 and holds 750,000 shares in the company.
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Glossary
Term

Description

AC

Aircraft

ASK

Available seat-kilometre

AOC

Air operator certificate

CASK

Costs per available seat-kilometre

CX platform

Customer experience platform

LCC

Low cost carrier

LF

Load factor

NDC

New distribution capability

PASK

Passenger revenue per ASK

ULCC

Ultra low cost carrier
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